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Regular Game – any game where prizing is guaranteed and does not build over time.
Progressive Game- any game where there is a contribution pot which increases over time.


Game Type


X


Regular Game
Progressive
Other _Special Designated Numbers___________________________________

Game Description

UPick8– single faced cards with 8 numbers, A player may purchase quick picks at the POS
station at a cost of $1 per face. You may pick your own numbers or quick picks on the gecko
machines at a cost of $1 per face. The Paper must be dabbed to qualify as a winning bingo.

Game Mechanics

The game is played by calling numbers from the Bingo Blower until there is a winner
declared on the full card within a designated number of calls. The designated number of
calls shall be 18. When the UPick8 Bingo Game Progressive Prize is not won within the
designated number of calls, the UPick8 Bingo Progressive Game Prize shall be carried over
to the next licensed UPick8 Bingo Game event. Once the prize has reached the $10,000.00
maximum, then the following day the designated number of calls will increase by one each
day until the $10,000.00 is won.

Pattern(s)

Full Card

Exit Strategy

A winner is declared when an individual or persons has a full card (as detailed on
the Game program) and has stopped the game by shouting Bingo and the
ticket(s) have been verified to confirm a winner or winners. Multiple claims will
share the prize money equally.

Game Refund Policy

A full refund of $1.00 per single face will be given that session if a refund is needed.

Game Cancellation
Policy

If the game has to be cancelled then a full refund will be given and the designated number will remain
the same for next session.
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Prize Money



The UPick8 Bingo Game Prize shall be calculated at a starting amount of $500.00 plus
20% of gross revenue derived from UPick8 Bingo Game sales and shall increase by
20% of gross revenues from UPick8 Bingo Game paper sales each session until the
maximum prize of $ 10,000.00 is achieved. The consolation game prize shall be
calculated at 40% of gross revenue derived from UPick8 Bingo Game Sales. When
the UPick8 Bingo Game prize is not won within the designated number of calls, the
consolation prize shall be awarded to the first person or persons Completing the full
card. If the UPick8 Bingo Game prize of $10,000.00 is won we will carry on for a
consolation prize of 40% of that sessions sales. Prize amounts shall be announced
prior to the commencement of each UPick8 Bingo Game.
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